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The simplest truths often meet the sternest resistance, and are slowest in getting general acceptance.
There are none so blind as those who will not see, is an old proverb. Usage and prejudice, like forts built
of sand, often defy the power of shot and shell, and play havoc with their besiegers. No simpler
proposition, no truth more self-evident or more native to the human soul, was ever presented to human
reason or consciousness than was that which formed our late anti-slavery movement. It only affirmed
that every man is, and of right ought to be, the owner of his own body; and that no man can rightfully
claim another man as his property. And yet what a tempest and whirlwind of human wrath, what clouds
of ethical and theological dust, this simple proposition created. Families, churches, societies, parties and
States were riven by it, and at last the sword was called in to decide the questions which it raised. What
was true of this simple truth was also true as to the people’s right to a voice in their own Government,
and the right of each man to form for himself his own religions opinions. All Europe ran blood before
humanity and reason won this sacred right from priestcraft, bigotry and superstition. What to-day
seems simple, obvious, and undeniable, men looking through old customs, usages, and prejudices in
other days denied altogether. Our friends of the woman’s suffrage movement should bear this fact in
mind, and share the patience of truth while they advocate the truth. It is painful to encounter stupidity
as well as malice; but such is the fate of all who attempt to reform an abuse, to urge on humanity to
nobler heights, and to illumine the world with a new truth.
Now we know of no truth more easily made appreciable to human though than the right of woman to
vote, or in other words, to have a voice in the Government under which she lives and to which she owes
allegiance. The very admission that woman owes allegiance, implies her right to vote. No man or woman
who is not consulted can contract an obligation, or have an obligation created for him or her as the case
may be. We can owe nothing by the mere act of another. Woman is not a consenting party to this
Government. She has never been consulted. Ours is a Government of men, by men, each agreeing with
all and all agreeing with each in respect to certain fundamental propositions, and women are wholly
excluded. So far as respects its relation to woman, our Government is in its essence a simple usurpation,
a Government of force, and not of reason. We legislate for woman, and protect her, precisely as we
legislate for and protect animals, asking the consent of neither.
It is nothing against this conclusion that tour legislation has for the most part been eminently just and
humane. A despotism is no less a despotism because the reigning despot may be a wise and good man.
The principle is unaffected by the character of the man who for the moment may represent it. He may
be kind or cruel, benevolent or selfish, in any case he rules according to his own sovereign will – and
precisely such is the theoretical relation of our American Government toward woman. It simply takes
her money without asking her consent and spends the same without in any wise consulting her wishes.
It tells her that there is a code of laws which men have made, and which she must obey or she must
suffer the consequences. She is absolutely in the hands of her political masters: and though these be

kind and tender hearted, (the same was true of individual slave masters, as before stated,) this in
nowise mitigates the harshness of the principle – and it is against this principle we understand the
woman’s suffrage movement to be directed. It is intended to claim for woman a place by the side of
man, not to rule over him, not to antagonize him, but to rule with him, as an equal subject to the solemn
requirements of reason and law.
To ourselves the great truth underlying this woman’s movement is just as simple, obvious and
indisputable as either of the great truths referred to at the beginning of this article. It is a part of the
same system of truths. Its sources are individuality, rationality and sense of accountability.
If woman is admitted to be a moral and intellectual being, possessing a sense of good and evil, and a
power of choice between them, her case is already half gained. Our natural powers are the foundation
of our natural rights; and it is a consciousness of powers which suggests the exercise of rights. Man can
only exercise the powers he possesses, and he can only conceive of rights in presence of powers. The
fact that woman has the power to say “I choose this instead of that” is all-sufficient proof that there is
no natural reason against the exercise of that power. The power that makes her a moral and an
accountable being gives her a natural right to choose the legislators who are to frame the laws under
which she is to live, and the requirements of which she is bound to obey. By every fact and by every
argument which man can wield in defence of his natural right to participate in government, the right of
woman so to participate is equally defended and rendered unassailable.
Thus far all is clear and entirely consistent. Woman’s natural abilities and possibilities, not less than
man’s, constitute the measure of her rights in all directions and relations, including her right to
participate in shaping the policy and controlling the action of the Government under which she lives,
and to which she is assumed to owe obedience. Unless it can be show that woman is morally, physically,
and intellectually incapable of performing the act of voting, there can be no natural prohibition of such
action on her part. Usage, custom, and deeply rooted prejudices are against woman’s freedom. They
have been against man’s freedom, national freedom, religious freedom, but these will all subside in the
case of woman as well as elsewhere. The thought has already been conceived; the word has been
spoken; the debate has begun; earnest men and women are choosing sides. Error may be safely
tolerated while truth is left free to combat it, and nobody need fear the result. The truth can hurt
nothing which ought not to be hurt, and it alone can make men and women free.

